Dynamic behavior of the circular membrane of an electrostatic microphone: effect of holes in the backing electrode.
Today, several applications require using electrostatic microphones in environments and/or in frequency ranges, which are significantly different from those they were designed for. When low uncertainties on the behavior of acoustic fields, generated or measured by these transducers, are required, the displacement field of the diaphragm of the transducers (which can be highly nonuniform in the highest frequency range) must be characterized with an appropriate accuracy. An analytical approach, which leads to results depending on the location of the holes in the backing electrode (i.e., depending on the azimuthal coordinate) not available until now (regarding the displacement field of the membrane in the highest frequency range, up to 100 kHz), is presented here. The holes and the slit surrounding the electrode are considered as localized sources described by their volume velocity in the propagation equation governing the pressure field in the air gap (not by nonuniform boundary conditions on the surface of the backing electrode as usual). Experimental results, obtained from measurements of the displacement field of the membrane using a laser scanning vibrometer, are presented and compared to the theoretical results.